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Abstract: Today, the cloud means a revolution within the Internet revolution. However, an oligopoly sustaining the cloud may not be the best solution, since ethical problems such as privacy or even transferring data sovereignty could eventually happen. Our research, coined as the "socialized architecture," presents a novel disruptive approach to completely transform the cloud as we know it today. The approach follows ideas already working in the field of volunteer computing, since it tries to socialize spare computing power in the infraused hardware that institutions and normal people own. However, our solution is completely different to current ones, since it does not create hyper-specialized muscles in client machines. The solution is new since it proposes a software engineering approach for developing "socialized services", which, leveraging an asynchronous interaction model, creates a network of lightweight microservices that can be dynamically allocated and replicated through the network. The use of state-of-the-art patterns, such as Command Query Responsibility Segregation, helps to isolate domain events and persistence needs, while an API Gateway addresses communication. All previous ideas were tested through a complete and functional proof of concept, which is a prototype called Circle implementing a social network. Circle has been useful to expose problems that need to be addressed. The results of the assessment confirm, in our view, that it is worth to start this new field of work.
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1. Introduction

It is well-recognized that we live in a highly digitized world, where computer systems are a nuclear part of our lives, being indispensable to develop a dignified life. It is not difficult to see the benefits they have brought, e.g., improvement in countless processes, economic growth, and wealth. Its flaws are not hidden either: job destruction as a result of automation, the digital divide between gender and generations, or the privacy scandals that flood the media [1,2]. However, in addition to all these important questions, there is another problem: the dependence of these systems of hosting in the cloud. In 2018, 37% of deployments were on premise, that is, hosted on the infrastructure of the organization that developed the system. Just two years later, in 2020, 83% of deployments are made on cloud solutions [3]. In two years, the use of the cloud has increased its market share by 10%. At this rate, in 2025 the cloud will be the only option on the market. This progression is caused by good reason: cloud hosting has been a revolution within the internet revolution.

The cloud revolution has brought unprecedented cost reductions, which is the main reason why companies decide to migrate to the cloud [4]. The cloud offers unattainable scalability, replication, and fault tolerance solutions compared to on-premise approaches. Such simplicity of use makes it possible to deploy an infrastructure in just a few clicks, which, until a few years ago, would have involved months of work for several systems engineers. However, reality says that around 74% of the cloud hosting market is owned by three companies: Amazon, Microsoft, and Google [5]. They rule a market used by 93%
of worldwide companies. The math is clear: of every 100 companies that use the cloud, 68 will depend on data hosted by them. If, as we have said, those 68 systems are nuclear pieces in the lives of millions of people, the power that we are granting to these companies is similar to that of states. Without going any further, 50% of governments already use cloud solutions in their deployments [6].

The fact that such a small group of companies account for such a high proportion of deployments may imply ethical problems [7]. Let us remember that the business model of cloud providers is not based only on offering computing capacity but also on hosting the data from which the applications are fed. Although there are regulatory frameworks that protect users from third-party access to these data, there is no barrier, beyond the legal one, that prevents either an operator or the very same company access without leaving a trace to the content of an infrastructure over which, ultimately, they have full control. Privacy is perhaps the most immediate problem, but we must not forget others: censorship of critical systems or sites, manipulation of stored data, or disruption of functioning for spurious purposes. Ultimately, the cloud may imply to effectively transfer data sovereignty, and the control of the correct and continuous operation of our systems, to large corporations.

Despite this scenario, the fact that these issues are possible does not mean they will necessarily happen. They are just a possibility, and as such should be considered and, ideally, prevented. Obviously, prevention is not reason enough to give up all benefits that the cloud offers. Computer systems are developed, for the most part, by companies that seek to maximize profitability. Social and ethical motivations in the fight against oligopolies will never be a strong argument to give up to them. This is why, if it is intended to reverse this situation and regain control over systems requiring hosting, an option is to struggle for a sustainable profitability—that is, to offer alternatives that can compete, with the “status quo” of the cloud, and endure in terms of cost and convenience. This was precisely the objective of this research. The main contributions of this work are:

- Explores the focal ideas needed to propose a new cloud based on hosting “socialized services”. Microservices and an asynchronous interaction model are at the core of the solution.
- Offers a proposal for developing “socialized services” using state-of-the-art software engineering patterns, such as CQRS (Command and Query Responsibility Segregation) [8] and an API Gateway.
- Develops a prototype, called Circle, that proves the feasibility of the ideas presented and exposes the problems to address.

Although it is evident that an alternative to the cloud goes beyond the work of a single team, this article starts by unveiling some of the many problems to address and the many disciplines involved, such as, software engineering, distributed systems, or security. As a modest contribution in this direction, the study offers preliminary ideas, mostly in the software engineering field. Hence, other researchers and companies can later continue by refining and envisioning more proper solutions, which can drive to a real sustainable new cloud. On the other hand, the open innovation field [9,10] proposes a new innovation model, in which companies commercialize external, and also internal, ideas by deploying outside, and also in-house, pathways to the market. Hence, ideas that originated outside the company can follow different paths for commercialization, such as licensing agreements or startup projects. In this regard, ideas proposed in this work can be the foundation to a new product, i.e., this new sustainable cloud, which overcomes the problems of the current one.

In the end, the work presented in this article must be seen as a vision statement and its “proof of concept.” In this regard, we propose an architecture that, at an acceptable cost, allows reliable and safe deployments outside the current cloud but without incurring the unsustainable on-premise approach, with disadvantages such as high maintenance costs or equipment obsolescence. We coined our solution as the “socialized architecture”.

The balance of the article is as follows. Section 2 positions the research of this article and reviews the literature. Section 3 describes the method followed in this research.
Section 4 presents the findings of our research and evaluates them. Section 5 discusses important aspects of this research. Section 6 concludes the article.

2. Problem Statement and Literature Review

The alternative we propose to the massive use of the cloud is to “socialize computing”—that is, the distribution of the computing needs, and eventually the storage, of a system among its users wishing to collaborate with companies that seek actions with a transformative impact or any entity wishing to bet on the reduction in cloud hosting. The process of “socialization” consists of hosting, altruistically or not, one or more parts of the system that you want to support in your own infrastructure. This gives rise to highly distributed environments, executed on a heterogeneous infrastructure.

Far from previous approaches, which are revised in Section 2.1, what we propose is the fragmentation of a multipurpose system (the backend of any modern system) into a series of independent services. Hence, each user willing to participate in the “socialization” process can locally host one or more replicas, of any of the services that make up the system, the “socialized services”. These socialized replicas would be peers to others hosted, either on the premises or in the cloud, by the organization that owns the system. Depending on the number of socialized replicas at each moment, the organization could dynamically scale them up. Ideally, with a sufficient mass of users, it could be reduced to zero regarding the dependence from the cloud. The idea of altruistically distributing the computation needs not being new, there are a number of mature technologies that allow to carry out the idea presented. The main techniques, technologies, and methodologies that give support to our proposal are:

- **Virtualization.** Specially lightweight virtualization based on containers, such as Docker [11].
- **Asynchronous communication.** Advances in distributed systems offer interaction patterns that allow for reliable low-latency communications.
- **Microservices.** A design pattern that promotes cohesive and focused services with low coupling among them, as well as desirable scalability properties.
- **Other patterns,** such as CQRS, that enable separation of concerns in asynchronous environments.

2.1. Literature Review

Volunteer Computing (VC), a.k.a. cycle stealing system or public-resource computing, appeared late in the 1980s. The survey in [12] revises dozens of works in the field of VC, proposed in the last years; hence, the idea of collaborating with a cause, by offering local computing capability, is by no means new. VC is defined as a kind of distributed computing, where anybody with a computer can donate idle computing resources to run computational and storage-intensive tasks [13].

As summarized in [12], a VC system is made of volunteer nodes that donate spare resources (Resource Nodes) and an entity that manages the donated resources and gives a point of entry to volunteers (Resource Controller) and users of the VC system. The behavior of VC systems is summarized in [12] as follows. The user submits the task(s) to the Resource Controller, which after preprocessing selects a suitable or a collection of suitable Resource Node(s) to deploy the task(s); then, the Resource Node(s) processes the task(s) and returns the result(s) back to the Controller. Based on the deployment, the architecture of VC systems can be centralized (client/server, C/S), decentralized (P2P), or hybrid. C/S implies the existence of dedicated machine(s) acting as server(s) and providing resource-controlled services. P2P relies on volunteers acting as resources and controllers; then, communication can be coordinated without a central authority. A hybrid architecture blends the flexibility and scalability of P2P with the security and trust leverage of C/S. However, a centralized server still offers functionalities such as a global resource directory [12].

It is important to note that the “socialized architecture” can perfectly fit, and be implemented, with the three models: C/S, P2P, and hybrid. This is because no restrictions
are made regarding where the infrastructure layer should be placed; it just provides an API, with a minimum number of functionalities. In fact, this layer is a lightweight Resource Controller in charge of solving services addresses, load balancing, information aggregation, and translating the communication protocol. Then, the infrastructure layer acts as an isolated and loosely coupled component, which communicates asynchronously with clients and resources. As a consequence, we can choose an appropriate implementation depending on what features need to be favored, for example, scalability versus security. In Circle, the Resource Controller is implemented as an API Gateway by leveraging GraphQL [14].

We have not found works in the literature strictly having the same goal of the “socialized architecture”, i.e., to propose a complete alternative to the current “status quo” of the cloud. However, in the VC field, and sharing similarities with our work, Kirby et al. [15] and Che and Hou [16] discussed initial models for desktop clouds, then proposing alternatives of possible architectures and discussing some of the challenging aspects to address. From these initial models, several projects have borrowed ideas to implement solutions, most of them in the form of a prototype or proof of concept. cuCloud [17] is a project that follows the model in [16]. It proposes a C/S architecture where the clients run guest Virtual Machines (VMs) and install, as it happened in BOINC [18]-related projects, a middleware that controls the node, in this case for monitoring its utilization and QoS. This project was built on CloudStack (https://cloudstack.apache.org (accessed on 1 January 2022)). AdHoc Cloud [19] is based on BOINC with VirtualBox VMs installed in the volunteer machines. The architecture is C/S, where the server schedules, monitors, and manages the jobs and the overall system, including the VMs. The client installs a middleware that allows to communicate with the server and executes the jobs. Nebula [20] uses both dedicated and volunteer nodes. The computation is made within the native client sandbox provided by the Chrome browser; in this way, there is no need of VMs, as it happened in previous approaches, while the security characteristics of Chrome can be used. The system monitors the volunteers, updates them, and assigns tasks while controlling the load balancing. P2PCS [21] follows a P2P architecture to get a fully distributed cloud system maintained by an overly network. As in previous approaches, each volunteer node needs to install a middleware, in this case as a daemon that provides an interface to send requests to the system and to communicate with peers. A prototype based on Java has been developed for P2PCS. Finally, the table in Figure 1 summarizes the main characteristics of these desktop clouds and compares them with the “socialized architecture”. The column “Sw Eng. Approach” refers whether the approach defines a software engineering approach for developing client applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Only volunteer</th>
<th>Virtualization</th>
<th>Middleware in client host</th>
<th>Sw Eng. Approach</th>
<th>Related projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socialized architecture</td>
<td>C/S, P2P, hybrid</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Containers</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuCloud</td>
<td>C/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>VMs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>BOINC, cloudStack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdHoc Cloud</td>
<td>C/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>VMs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>BOINC, VirtualBox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebula</td>
<td>C/S</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2PCS</td>
<td>P2P</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Comparison with desktop clouds.

Among projects dedicated to particular cloud features, such as cloud storage, we can mention: Storage@home [22], Fatman [23], STACEE [24], and SASCloud [25]. They are volunteer storage cloud projects that propose alternatives to commercial products like Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3). Storage@home aggregates storage donated by volunteers and provides back-up functionalities in a C/S architecture. Fatman uses tens of thousands of underutilized servers to create an archival system, also under a C/S architecture. STACEE proposes a four-layers architecture (Backend, Services, Adaptation, and Economic indicators) based on economic metrics, such as energy, that help to minimize energy consumption and maximize user engagement. It leverages a model in which the provision of the resources is accomplished dynamically. SASCloud offers a secure storage
service in a mobile ad hoc cloud system. In this case, the architecture is hybrid, which means to have a central authority and clients, which register as nodes. Another important group of projects develop cloud features regarding services, such as social networking in the cloud. Among them, we can mention SOCIALCLOUD [26] and SoCVC [27]. The first one is a proposal in a paradigm that leverages social networks, like Facebook or Twitter, to build cloud computing services by harnessing trust relationships common in social networks. SoCVC (Social Cloud for Volunteer Computing) uses the APIs of different social networks, like Facebook, to identify the users. Moreover, it proposes algorithms to indicate the social reputations of the user’s of the system. Finally, other systems of interest in this category are discussed in [28–30].

Although different from our work in objectives and functionalities, there are fully functional projects in the field of VC worthy of being compared with the “socialized architecture”. They offer technical solutions that may eventually be of interest, and perhaps reused, in our context. BOINC [18] is used for computing intensive tasks for scientists. It is a general-purpose middleware and offers a client to be installed in the volunteer machine. BOINC architecture and the scheduling problem for assigning tasks to volunteers are explained in [31], while new task assignment algorithms, which claim to minimize completion time, are given in [32]. BOINC uses traditional technologies, e.g., relational databases for storage, web services for offering functionality, and daemon processes for computing. As we can see the target of the project, architecture and technologies are far from our proposal.

SETI@home [33], hosted by BOINC, is a project for signal processing in the extraterrestrial environment. Based on a C/S architecture, the clients download and just process the work units and return results to the server. The most salient feature is the redundant computation to detect malicious users. As in the previous case, SETI@home largely differs from our proposal in goal and architecture. DreamLab [34] is a mobile app to collectively help in computing for COVID-19 projects. Regarding BOINC and SETI@home, it installs a piece of software, on general-purpose equipment, for it to execute computational-intensive processes. In all three cases, the users who participate do it selflessly. However, in these projects, the local software pieces always act as simple slave executors of a specific, highly specialized task, which is computationally intensive. Different to our proposal, the software pieces are remotely orchestrated, so they are not nuclear pieces of a larger computer system. They are only a hyper-specialized muscle in a task.

Among the most recent proposals in the VC field we have found the following. The work in [35] proposes the integration of VC and vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET). The idea is to utilize the surplus vehicular computing resources. The work defends the existence of a high amount of available resources in different scenarios: parked vehicles, vehicles at a traffic signal, vehicles in congestion, or smoothly moving vehicles. The goal is not to propose a concrete architecture but the ideas needed for carrying out a master–slave computation leveraging the VANET for VC. In this regard, the work discusses a taxonomy for this new field, the scenarios where to apply it, and the challenges. The applications for this surplus of computing are the usual ones: high-performance computing, autonomous vehicles, intrusion detection, content distribution, connectivity, and efficient communication. In the scope of 5G cellular technologies, Cao et al. [36] proposed a novel user cooperation approach in both computation and communication for mobile edge computing (MEC) systems. The idea is to improve the energy efficiency for latency-constrained computation. The work is based on the premise that wireless devices can offload computation-intensive and latency-critical tasks to access points and cellular base stations in close proximity.

3. Method

The methodology we followed for this research was to initially develop a proof of concept. We thought that a functional prototype would help us to critically assess the concepts, given in the previous section, underpinning the “socialized architecture”. For such a disruptive concept, a mere theoretical proposal and discussion might not be
appropriate, due to the scarcity of sources on the matter. In addition, the fact of facing a real development allows aspects that would otherwise be hidden to emerge.

A complete development of the “socialized architecture” implies to devise many challenging aspects. Among others, we would need to develop new technologies, to address intricate issues regarding security or to develop micro-services for different application domains. Then, we propose to implement a small-scale system prototype powerful enough to consider as many casuistic and features as possible, while keeping a substantial basis for reasoning and obtaining meaningful conclusions regarding our proposals.

We developed Circle (https://github.com/Pitazzo/circle (accessed on 1 January 2022)), a social network, similar to Twitter [37], offering a set of cohesive functionalities, that conforms to a complete system for evaluation. Registered users publish short texts receiving likes from other users, and it can be retrieved by more recent or best scored publications, as well as popular users. Circle also offers a system of subscriptions and notifications. Table 1 summarizes the main functionalities implemented. Although the domain is seemingly easy, it is rich enough to support a wide range of use cases. In addition, it can be fragmented into sub-domains that can be managed by separate microservices, without demanding cross-communication needs.

Table 1. Requirements for Circle.

| FR1 | The system allows registration using a nickname and an email. |
| FR2 | The system allows to edit the user profile. |
| FR3 | The system allows to consult other user profiles, by nickname or by querying the n-top with more publications or the n-top with more subscribers. |

| FR4 | The system allows to add publications, with title and body. |
| FR5 | The system allows to give likes to publications by others. |
| FR6 | The system allows to consult the n-top more recent publications or the n-top publications with more likes. |

| FR7 | The system allows users to subscribe to other users. |
| FR8 | The system notifies subscribed users, by email, when publications are added. |
| FR9 | The system notifies users, by email, when another user is subscribed to his/her publications. |
| FR10 | The system notifies users, by email, when another user gives a like to one of his/her publications. |

Circle is used through an API, queried by GraphQL [14], offering services for supporting user requirements, persistence, and all technical infrastructure for the system to be fully operative. Although no user interface was developed, the richness of the system forces to deal with the following aspects to address the needs of experimentation and analysis consistently:

- The need of implementing mechanisms for ensuring integrity while reacting to domain events. For example, when we query the users publishing the most, then the users and contents microservices need to be consistent while each one keeps managing its own entities.
- The need to interact with external services based on internal events. For example, when sending emails to report content published to subscribed services.
- The need of aggregating information when querying different services. For example, when getting the user profile with the list of his/her publications.
- The need of scaling services. It should be easy to add replicas for a given service.
4. Results

This section presents and discusses the proposals currently considered to carry out the concepts behind the “socialized architecture”. As previously remarked, our aim was to open a field of work. Hence, these are preliminary ideas, a starting point, for other researchers to fertilize the field. We think that offering an initial body of solutions, although modest, is the best way for researchers to grab and understand the underlying concepts. Consequently, the reader should not take for granted that all the solutions explored here are the best; what we defend is that they work to carry out the “socialized architecture”, just to demonstrate the feasibility of the idea.

4.1. An Asynchronous Interaction Model

In today’s cloud, control over the infrastructure is complete. Therefore, the operation of the cloud is usually guaranteed, through Service Level Agreements, with figures higher than 99%, obviously due to the high degree of replication. Additionally, these companies invest large amounts in the deployment of submarine cables and optic fiber, then ensuring low latencies in their data-centers. In summary, this first-class infrastructure achieves stability and security in deployments, which is precisely another of the successes of the cloud. However, by relying the “socialized architecture” on a heterogeneous leased infrastructure, made of different hardware solutions, it cannot enjoy the advantages of the cloud. On the contrary, new problems arise:

- **Non-homogeneous latency times.** The same service could be replicated both on a Raspberry Pi plugged to a home network or in a high-performance data-center of a university.
- **Unstable network bandwidth.** Home networks have different quality of service (QoS) policies than ad hoc networks in data-centers. Furthermore, they are affected by other users’ use of bandwidth. For example, a user who hosts a replica of a “socialized service” may decide to consume a streaming video service at the same time.
- **NATs and private IPs.** Hardly any current home network has a static public IP address. Most of them are behind a NAT4 and their associated shared addresses can change at the discretion of the internet service provider. This means that any incoming communication to an instance of a “socialized service” may not be possible, as the other services do not know how to reach such replica.

As a result, we need to recognize that the reliability of the overall “socialized architecture” is necessarily low. These problems led us to rule out synchronous communication protocols, such as REST [38] or RPC, since they require limited latency times, a degree of network stability, and a method to enroute messages. Therefore, we envision, as a principal use case, that interactions, among “socialized service”, will be demanded without all the interlocutors being alive synchronously. Undoubtedly, interaction patterns based on asynchronous communications are the natural choice for these scenarios. **Message passing [39]** is a natural choice in this context, and if we combine it with the concept of **message broker [40]** the problem can be controlled:

- Latency times loose importance, since senders continue their workflow until, if necessary, a response arrives.
- The instability of the network becomes a minor problem, as long as the broker remains up. When a message is sent, if one of the possible receiving replicas is disconnected from the network, another will take the message from the queue to complete the communication. If, for example, a network partition left all the replicas without communication with the broker, the reliability mechanisms of the latter would make the message persist locally, until some replica is ready to process it.
- Routing messages to services is no longer a problem, since the broker acts as a centralized agent, being the services who initiate the communication. The broker, hosted at a known static address, is always traceable by the services, regardless if they are behind a NAT. In addition, the public IP-change process becomes completely transparent.
Certainly, the use of asynchronous pattern interactions convert the system into a reactive one. Then, each service can independently act, and it can react to domain events produced in the scope of the system. This model is known as event-driven architectures [41], a category to which the “socialized architecture” belongs. As a consequence, services are completely decoupled from each other. Another advantage of using a broker that help in the design of the architecture are:

• Offers delivery policies, timeouts, or centralized security, which are all configured in a common place.
• Reduces an attack’s exposition to the broker, so we do not need to secure each service endpoint.
• Provides a centralized method to obtain usage logs and metrics.
• There are many open-source implementations and protocols to run the broker. Among them, RabbitMQ [42] stands out, as it will be discussed in Appendix A.

However, we can also point out some drawbacks:

• The broker becomes a single point of failure: if it stops working the entire system would too. However, this is a well-studied problem, and most implementations offer replication and clustering mechanisms that minimize this risk.
• Running the broker implies an additional infrastructure cost, which is even higher if the degree of replication necessary to mitigate the above risk is applied.

For designing and implementing an asynchronous model, different approaches can be taken. Considering current technologies, we strongly believe that queuing systems are today a plausible approach. In queuing systems, a queue, managed by a broker, allows to publish and consume messages, which are simple data structures. Queues allow many different management policies, for example, in Circle we used FIFO. For the “socialized architecture”, we regard a message as a serialized object that represents either a command, a query, or an event (as required by the CQRS pattern, explained in Section 4.3). Each service will be represented by a queue.

For an asynchronous model to be implemented using queues, several design decisions need to be taken:

• Each service will publish, as messages, its commands, queries, and events. They will be published in a dedicated exchange.
• Each message will be replicated as many times as services are subscribed to it. Obviously, each replica will populate the queue representing such a service, and the queue will be attached to the exchange of the publisher service. By doing so, we ensure that different consumers (other services) do not steal messages from each other.
• All replicas representing the same service will be using the same queue for a particular type of command, query, or event. In this way, the different replicas are competing for the same message, but eventually only one achieves it. As a consequence, scaling a service is as simple as to add more replicas to the queue representing such service; then there is no need of load balancing. Hence, we achieve “scalability by design.”
• Each service replica owns a queue of where to get the answers for its requests. This is because together with the publication of the query, each replica appends the name of the queue, where the executor service must respond.

Figure 2 represents the queue design for carrying out the proposed asynchronous model.
FR4 of Circle is a good example to understand the approach. In a traditional REST [38] (Representational State Transfer) approach, the contents service will communicate with the users service directly, to increment the number of publications of the author. However, in our reactive proposal, upon sending the publication, the contents service only publishes an event announcing a new post. Services interested in such an event are already subscribed and will react as indicated by its business logic. In this way, we can maximize service decoupling, while the latency of direct communication stops being an issue.

4.2. Microservice Architectures

A first step to achieve “socialized services” goes through the “partition of the system” in small software pieces, which eventually will be “containerized” and hosted by third parties. Undoubtedly, the smaller the pieces the best, otherwise the socialization process lose a main incentive: to get a minimum impact hosting a replica in the altruistically leased hardware. Certainly, no one will host a container if it means to sacrifice a good part of his/her resources. Hence, it is vital to “minimize” the replicas, both in size and in its resource demands.

Being mandatory requirements, both the “partition of the system” and the “minimization” of such partitions, the architectural solution is clear: microservices. They are described by Newman [43] as “an approach to distributed systems that promotes the use of small independent services with their own life-cycles, which collaborate jointly.” Microservices promote a fragmented development, where the different services communicate among them, while trying to maximize cohesion and minimize coupling. This can be achieved, among others, by reducing the scope of the services to concrete domains and specialized use cases—hence, obtaining small services, as desired in the “socialized architecture”.

We understand that reducing the size is not a main goal of the microservices architecture but a consequence of its principles. However, for us, such a reduction is determinant for choosing the pattern. Moreover, microservices come with other advantages for the “socialized architecture”:

- **Resilience.** Microservices systems are more fault tolerant; when a service falls, the rest of the system is not affected, only those services relying on it. This is important for the “socialized architecture” since the underlying infrastructure is more prone to failure as previously discussed.

- **Scalability.** Microservices scale better than monolith approaches. When a use case is overloaded it is enough to horizontally scale only the services related to it. In our context, this is desirable since the organization can react more easily before a low number of replicas of a given service.
• **Easier deployment.** The individual deployment of a service is easier than that of a larger piece of software. There are less dependencies, and lighter configurations are also easier. This is important to encourage users to install local replicas.

Microservices also have downsides. First, they are much more complex to develop than monolithic approaches, basically due to the inherent communication processes and the variety of failures they may cause. Second, the testing process is necessarily more complex. Third, if synchronous communication patterns among services are proposed, which is the common way for them, then more latencies are obtained. The latter should not be a problem in our context.

### 4.3. Approach for Development

Different to approaches discussed in Section 2.1, the “socialized architecture” should not impose a specific programming language, development framework, or whatever restriction is needed for the environment where “socialized services” will be deployed. For example, in SETI@home the tasks are completely dependent on the environment provided for the client application. For the “socialized architecture” to be an alternative, their services should be developed using state-of-the-art software engineering. A first implication of such requirement is the use of virtualization techniques, as it will be discussed in Section 4.4. However, a second implication arises, which is the need to offer design guidelines for the development of the “socialized services”.

The essence of the “socialized architecture” relies on distributing the computation needs among home computers, which basically means to distribute the replicas of the services among these computers. Such services, designed as microservices, should offer the system functionalities, i.e., the business logic and the persistence model. However, such design must also take into account the asynchronous model, and the reactive nature of the architecture, as proposed in Section 4.1. A solution we envision for the design of the microservices is the use of the Command Query Responsibility Segregation (CQRS) design pattern [8,44]. In addition, it greatly helps to address an appropriate “separation of concerns,” which is an advantage to design well-focused microservices. In the following, we explain the main characteristics of the pattern and analyze its suitability for the “socialized architecture”.

CQRS enables a system for two clearly differentiated interaction patterns: commands and queries. **Commands** are actions implying a change on the system state, while no information is returned. **Whereas, queries** are operations that are not changing the system state but returning the user some data. Queries and commands will follow well-differentiated paths in the system, using segregated processing models. On the other hand, CQRS introduces the concept of **bus**. Commands and queries are dispatched using different buses, to which **handlers** are subscribed. Usually, the bus only manages calls to local functions representing the **handlers**, which results in a monolithic approach. Being our architecture based on microservices, this approach is not feasible. Instead, we opted for creating an API **Gateway** to publish commands and queries. The API **Gateway** will also help in implementing the asynchronous model, in the case of **Circle** packaging commands and queries into an AMQP [45] message. Then, services will subscribe to these messages. The function triggered when a message is received fulfills the mission of classical **handlers**. Figure 3 summarizes our idea of using the CQRS pattern.

The API **Gateway** is a common pattern in microservice architectures. In particular, it will be in charge of solving services addresses, load balancing, information aggregation, and translating the communication protocol. Moreover, while it would be reducing the exposition of the system in terms of security, it could also act as an authentication entity. As drawbacks, it represents a single point of failure and requires additional infrastructure for its deployment.
Following CQRS, each service plays as an executor of the logic in its corresponding use case. Moreover, it is of interest for each service not to own the state and be replicable. So, the system could execute different replicas of the service without an additional configuration. For the architecture to address all the restrictions above, each service will also need to accomplish the following well-defined functionalities:

- Implement an API that offers the system functionalities assigned to it. The API is made of commands and queries, according to CQRS.
- Attend the API orders (commands and queries). It will accept or reject them once the parameters have been validated. The order will eventually be executed if applicable.
- Emit domain events as a result of the commands that trigger them.
- Listen to domain events, produced by other services, and react to them.
- Interact with a persistence service whenever a command or query requires it.

For Circle, we devised a users service, a contents service, and a subscription service, so to resemble the main system functionalities. Figure 4 depicts an UML components diagram for one of the services in Circle. It faithfully reflects our canonical proposal for each service of the architecture. Hence, each service is made of a couple of sub-components:

- An amqp-controller, in charge of communicating with the rest of the system components. It reacts to the commands, the queries, and the events it has been subscribed. It also publishes domain events needed by the business logic it implements.
- The core of the service, which encapsulates the business logic and also manages the components persistence. Previously, it registers callbacks in the amqp-controller for being executed when needed.

The advantages of using CQRS are clearly explained in [8]. Fowler advocates CQRS before CRUD systems because they overcome the “anemic” nature of the latter. Additionally, Fowler highlights the performance of CQRS. However, CQRS increases system complexity by forcing the developer to think in a different way. For example, in an init session use case, when the system changes state for establishing the session a command should carry out the action. Consequently, nothing should be returned by the system longer than the acceptance of the order. However, for the system to inform the user about the result of the command, a subscription mechanism, as the one proposed, is mandatory. Such a mechanism completely fits with our asynchronous model.

Summarizing, the cost of applying CQRS is high. However, it was decided to propose it due to its performance and asynchronous nature. As explained, we need to take into account the uncertainty of the underlying hardware infrastructure. Therefore, we opted for considering the worst-case scenario and then assumed that the performance should be highly optimized. Finally, regarding our case study, it is true that it is not calculation intensive nor critical about obtaining immediate responses, but we implemented it following our architectural proposal, obviously to obtain accurate results and to obtain the corresponding lessons.
4.4. Virtualization and Deployment

The premise, given in Section 4.3, of not imposing specific environments leads to opt for solutions based on virtualization. Moreover, when we deal with dependencies, configurations, heterogeneous environments, or incompatible versions or systems, the installation processes used are complex and error prone.

A solution to these problems lies in virtualization, especially lightweight containers. Operating-system-level virtualization provides watertight runtime environments. This allows a high degree of isolation, at the same time that it is hardly an overhead to the system, since it is not necessary to emulate the entire virtualized system. For the purpose of the “socialized architecture”, we consider this as an appropriate solution:

1. It provides an easy method to package software together with its dependencies and configurations.
2. It offers isolated execution environments.
3. It hardly implies an overhead in the system greater than the one that would derive from executing the service natively.

On the other hand, for the “socialized architecture” model to succeed, it is important to obtain a significant number of users. So, the existence of processes that automatically deploy the “socialized services” can greatly help to this end, and we can argue that this is a mandatory requirement. The deployment of Circle lets us to learn about the problems needed to be addressed for achieving such automation. Section 5.3 discusses the solution we took for deploying Circle and the issues we found.

4.5. Evaluation

The assessment of Circle is of importance, as it will help to appraise our proposal from at least two points of view: First, the correctness of the design decisions made to shape the architecture and, second, the feasibility of the technologies we selected. For such an assessment, we selected three standard metrics: the response time, the resource demand, and the latency.

Table 2 summarizes the results we obtained for response times when executing the different requirements. As it can be observed, the mean time was below 600 ms, even for concurrent request, which is a reasonable result. At the light of these results and with a deep investigation, not here reported, we can assess the following. Regarding technologies, we could inform the suitability of all of them. However, for GraphQL we report the following. We need to consider that the results may vary considerably depending on the selected fields. In the tests, we asked for information for each entity once at a time. For example, when querying users, we did not query information about his/her related posts. Nested queries would imply the need of launching a second service, which will make it
impossible to compare results homogeneously. Subsequently, we performed additional
tests for evaluating nested queries. Then, we identified exponential response times. FR3
specially highlights this situation. Here, response times could reach even 6000 ms. This
behavior for nested queries is a consequence of the sequential sending of the messages to
the microservices. Following with FR4, the query related to posts is not sent until all the
information regarding the users is obtained. This is the standard GraphQL behavior, but
no trivial solutions exist.

Table 2. Response times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>( T_{\text{mean}} ) Sequential (ms)</th>
<th>( T_{\text{mean}} ) Concurrent (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FR1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>412.3</td>
<td>494.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>408.1</td>
<td>548.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>468.4</td>
<td>600.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>458.3</td>
<td>546.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>438.6</td>
<td>569.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>432.9</td>
<td>547.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>407.3</td>
<td>507.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>493.4</td>
<td>641.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>521.8</td>
<td>633.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>416.2</td>
<td>518.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the resource demands of the containerized services. The notifications
service was identified as the most demanding. This is due to its interaction with the email
external service. We can conclude that the results are satisfactory since the impact of the
containers, in the overall context of the system, is low when they execute. The results were
obtained using the very same tricks offered by Docker when executing.

Table 3. Resource demands (information obtained from Docker).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>RAM Mean Demand (MB)</th>
<th>CPU Peak (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>users-service</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content-service</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notifications-service</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding latency times, an average access time between the replicas and the message
broker of 35 ms was calculated. Given the high volume of messages exchanged by replicas
and broker, it is especially important to get this figure as low as possible. This being one
of the most critical factors for the performance of the system, we believe that we can be
satisfied with the result.

5. Discussion

Circle was developed using an iterative approach. Once use cases were clearly defined,
then a few of them were developed, so we could understand the technologies involved
and refine the asynchronous interaction model proposed, see Section 4.1. After that, we
developed an initial complete prototype, where agile concepts started to guide the project.
Later, the prototype was refactored using Domain Driven Design [46], and a common
library was defined, see Section 5.1. Finally, part of the project was redesigned following
good practices on software quality. This last refactoring ended up producing the current
version of our proof of concept.

In the following, we discuss three important aspects that came up in the development
of Circle. They are key to understand the development of “socialized services” since they
tackle decisions regarding implementation and design. On the other hand, the development
of Circle, as a reference application for the “socialized architecture”, implied to select many
technologies. The choices necessarily were based on the design advantages that some of
them can offer over others. Appendix A reports the most interesting technologies selected for Circle.

5.1. Library

While implementing the first prototype, we understood the need of sharing code among different system components. We identified some common domain objects but especially the classes implementing the communication among services. Hence, we created the circle-core library, which is imported by all services, including the API Gateway (explained in Section 4.3). Their contents have been designed in three layers:

- **Domain layer.** Objects related to the application domain. For instance, a class to encapsulate unique identifiers.
- **Application layer.** Classes encapsulating the logic of the services. For instance, objects representing commands, queries, or events.
- **Infrastructure layer.** Classes managing communication among services and encapsulating AMQP [45] implementation.

Undoubtedly, as a design decision, the use of a common library reduces code duplication along the project. The idea here is that “socialized services” can reuse the infrastructure layer, while the implementation of the other layers can be seen as guidelines for designing the application specific needs (the implementation of Circle is available in https://github.com/Pitazzo/circle (accessed on 1 January 2022)).

5.2. GraphQL

GraphQL [14], developed by Facebook, is an API’s design pattern trying to replace REST by overcoming some of its limitations. GraphQL, as a query language for a data model given by the server, executes on HTTP, while it interacts with web services in a richer way than REST. GraphQL offers three interaction methods:

- Using **queries**. The server supports nested queries, which can also be concatenated.
- Using **mutations**. These operations change the server internal state. Like queries, they can be concatenated and parameterized.
- Using **subscriptions**. They are a special data type but are similar to queries. However, they can update data dynamically. For example, if you subscribe to a web service for an asset that is “publicly traded,” then you obtain its current value, and as soon as the server updates the info, the subscription updates the client.

GraphQL is used in Circle as a communication protocol between clients and the API Gateway. We chose it for several reasons—initially, because of its semantic richness but also because GraphQL is well-aligned with the CQRS pattern. On the one hand, it segregates commands from queries, as dictated by the pattern. On the other hand, the use of subscriptions enhances its symbiosis with CQRS.

Regarding the latter, CQRS makes it difficult to manage API clients, since there is not a choice for managing asynchronous responses to orders. A common solution is to introduce “polling” mechanisms, which can improve the user experience. By “polling” we mean to periodically execute the service for simulating synchronism. This solution, although functional, is not efficient nor elegant, from a design point of view. However, GraphQL subscriptions offer a solution to this problem, as follows. GraphQL allows one to subscribe to a query, which offers the result of a command, then synchronously receiving the result once it has been completed; obviously this does not break CQRS principles. However, for reaching this behavior, we need to use “domain events.” Once the execution of an order has been completed, then, it triggers the publication of a “domain event” notifying this fact. The API Gateway, subscribed to this event, will be notified and will extract the payload result of the received event. As a result of the notification, the API Gateway will publish an update in the subscription of the client, which was registered after dispatching the command. Hence, the client can receive the result of the command without the need of “polling” mechanisms. Figure 5 shows the mechanism described.
5.3. Containers and Security

Dependencies, configurations, and code in a “socialized application” should be packed guaranteeing fair execution in any kind of environment, without user intervention. Containers are a solution since they allow you to easily run replicas of the system, simply by executing a shell command. Circle uses Docker, a popular and lightweight virtualization solution, where each service has been deployed. Container images have been uploaded to a public repository in Docker Hub (https://hub.docker.com (accessed on 1 January 2022)). These services can be executed using the commands in Figure 6. Once the images have been downloaded, then their execution starts automatically. They are synchronized with the broker and the database, without user intervention. The user can execute only one service, one replica of each service or even several replicas of the selected services. Figure 7 depicts a deployment view of the system, which can be found in a GitHub (https://github.com/Pitazzo/circle (accessed on 1 January 2022)) repository.

The proposed deployment model comes with a security issue since we are using an infrastructure outside of the organization. In fact, we are submitting the code, with the business logic, and the credentials. Initially, we proposed obfuscation, i.e., to transform the code using cryptography techniques. In this way, it is not possible to apply reverse engineering to obtain or alter the code, while it can be successfully executed. Regarding the credentials, the literals in the code representing them are altered using bit-wise operations. The praxis of including credentials in the code is a non-recommended one. However, we proposed it for the sake of using obfuscation. The good praxis is to include them in a separate configuration file together with the code. In our case, the literals were automatically substituted, in compilation time, from those of an external file. Certainly, obfuscation can be an initial solution but is insufficient in industrial terms of deployment.

docker run -d pitazzo/circle:users-service
docker run -d pitazzo/circle:content-service
docker run -d pitazzo/circle:notifications-service

Figure 6. Commands for executing system services.
6. Conclusions

The main contributions of this work are:

- An open proposal to overcome the cloud oligopoly, which explores solutions in the software engineering field, such as patterns and asynchronous interactions.
The implementation of a social network that implements most of the underlying concepts and exposes the problems.

Although a great effort, in both aspects, was invested, we recognize that a significant amount of work is still necessary for the “socialized architecture” to become a reality. Therefore, the open innovation field, mentioned in the introduction, could be a proper mean for accelerating the proposed ideas as inputs for companies that want to boost their internal innovation. In the following, we discuss some pending, important aspects.

- How to distribute the persistence is a major open issue for the “socialized architecture”. Although our research is focused on regaining “data sovereignty,” our proof of concept still depends on cloud solutions for storing the system state.
- How to authenticate users in the “socialized architecture” is an important issue, whose design must be addressed. Answers to the following questions are needed. Should authentication happen in the API Gateway or in the services? Should the authentication service be socialized? and what are the implications?
- Currently, the parameters of the orders are validated by the services that receive them, as indicated by CQRS. However, it would be interesting to involve the API Gateway in the process. This could bring two advantages. First, response times would improve, since no waiting times between services would exist. Second, there would be no need of having ready services for processing a message upon its arrival, since the broker could persist them. Hence, the system could accept all requests, from clients, irrespective of the number of available replicas.
- As it was identified in the prototype evaluation, Section 4.5, there is a bottleneck in nested GraphQL queries. It would be interesting to automatically parallelize such queries or to offer design guidelines to minimize the cases when such paralleling is not possible.

Future lines of work must necessarily address the previous pending issues. Concretely:

- Regarding persistence, future studies could investigate:
  - “Socialize” the persistence together with the replicas, managing distributed transactions and consensus algorithms in a classic way, for example, as in [47].
  - Leveraging decentralized hosting solutions, such as the Interplanetary File System [48], or new ones based on blockchain as a distributed ledger.
- Security needs to solve authentication, but also other issues, as surveyed in [49].
- Fault tolerance is another subject where advances are needed for ensuring the reliability and sustainability of the “socialized services”.

Finally, it is needless to say that our proposal cannot compete with the current cloud solutions, neither in performance, nor security, nor reliability. However, the important aspect of this research is to understand that there exists an alternative to the current cloud, which can bring more freedom to the Internet.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Program Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQRS</td>
<td>Command Query Responsibility Segregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDD</td>
<td>Domain-Driven Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>Functional Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Network Address Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST</td>
<td>Representational State transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td>Remote Procedure Call</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix A. Technologies

In the following some of the technologies used for developing Circle are briefly reviewed. We consider important their discussion since it can greatly help to take informed decisions for future developments.

Appendix A.1. NestJS

NestJS [50] is defined as a NodeJS [51] framework for building efficient, reliable and scalable server-side applications. It is known for promoting good development practices and for using TypeScript [52], the typed version of JavaScript, which confers applications a plus in security and robustness. It offers native support for injecting dependencies, which offers lot of value to the “socialized architecture” since: (1) the communication between layers is very rich, and (2) the code aligns with the hexagonal architecture [53] promoting maintainability.

Appendix A.2. RabbitMQ

Being nuclear the communication among services, the choice of a broker is a decisive design decision. RabbitMQ [42] offers native support to AMQP [45], the protocol used in Circle for services interaction. Moreover, NodeJS owns libraries implementing mechanisms for a high-level interaction with RabbitMQ, such as amqp-lib. Applications for the “socialized architecture” need an infrastructure supporting the management of the queues, see Section 4.1, and message passing, both mechanisms are offered by RabbitMQ. If the infrastructure goes down, RabbitMQ is able to wake it up from the last valid state, by transparently managing the persistence of the messages in the queues. Also, it can store messages until some replica is available for consuming. Finally, it is important, for the “socialized architecture”, its mechanisms for ensuring quality of service, which go beyond simple round-robin.
Appendix A.3. TypeORM

Regarding persistence, there are at least two important aspects for the “socialized architecture”. First, to manage communication among services and their corresponding database representations. Second, the “re-hydration”, i.e., how to transform stored entities into objects. We choose TypeORM [54], as it is the framework of reference for TypeScript. It implements repository [55] as a persistence pattern. Hence, it offers a class for each entity to interact with the persistence mechanism, with a transparent solution for managing SQL statements. The persistence model for the “socialized architecture” advocates for an independent data model for each service, which owns the entities need for implementing the corresponding use case. These entities share the same storage. For Circle we choose PostgreSQL [56], but certainly we consider it as an arbitrary decision since it does not offer significant advantages regarding other solutions.
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